US-History:

1. Name: Holly Lopez

2. District: Valley Stream Central High School District

3. Grade: 7th/8th

4. Subject: Social Studies

5. CCLS Standard Addressed: 
	CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies.
	CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.5 Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally). 
	CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.6-8.7 Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other information in print and digital texts.


6. Website/ Location of app:
https://sensortower.com/ios/il/sequens/app/ushistory/333250864#

7. Description of application: Application covers United States History from colonization through the New Millennium, essential all of 7th and 8th grade content. It is broken up into 10 chapters which mimic the New York state curriculum.  Once you tap on those chapters you have the ability to look through all events that took place during that time period, main events, a timeline, or take a quiz.  Once you tap on all events in gives you a list of events that occurred during that time period, if it is an “important” event it indicates it with a red flag.  If you tap on the event it gives you a brief summary which includes great primary and secondary source pictures/maps. If you choose the tab labeled “Main Events” you get a brief video which includes information and graphics.  They also have a timeline tab and a quiz game tab.  The quiz tab gives you multiple choice questions from that chapter.  The questions were pretty good, and they range from simple to more complex.

8. Incorporation explanation: I think that this could be a great tool to use with your class for a number of reasons.  The most obvious would be a good way from students to review for a chapter test or a final exam.  I think that you could also use the graphics and the video to take your lesson to another level.  I think that I may create questions and possibly a DBQ using the graphics.  So students could work by themselves to explore the event with guided questions.  They could provide evidence of what they found in answer the questions.  You could upload this to edmodo where they then can submit their assignment.  It can be very useful as homework or classwork depending on the class.  I really liked this app and would encourage using it.


